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ABSTRACT 
Ship recycling is an integral part of the shipping industry and it is an environmental 
sound way of dismantling end-of-life ships with nearly each part of the ship, from the 
hull, machinery, equipment to fittings and furniture on board being reused. The 
principle of ship recycling is a sound one, which can contribute substantially to 
sustainable development, although the current work practices and environmental 
concerns leaves much to be desired. Such increasing concerns on the environment, 
human‟s safety and health, and welfare matters within the ship recycling industry have 
triggered the formulation of a comprehensive international instrument to effectively 
control and regulate the whole process of ship recycling. 
The 2009 Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally 
Sound Recycling of Ships, known as“ the Hong Kong Convention”(hereafter referred 
to as "the HKC”), has established a comprehensive regime of control and enforcement 
instruments concerning ship recycling. These regulate and determine the 
responsibilities and obligations of the ship owners, the cash buyers in practice, the 
flag states, competent authorities and recycling facilities under its jurisdiction. It is a 
significant breakthrough in not only recognizing the international standards of ship 
recycling, but also dealing with the ill-practices involved in the ship recycling 
industry. With the predictable approach of HKC‟s entry into force, it is most essential 
to discuss and analyze effectively the role of key stakeholders involved. 
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This dissertation attempts to conduct an in-depth research in the HKC in the context 
of historical development and the current situation as well as legislation regimes, 
including the economic situation, legislative framework and current working 
conditions. Meanwhile it identifies and analyzes the structure of HKC together with 
its key points and the mechanism. The dissertation provides insights into key 
stakeholders and the roles they effectively play in the ship recycling industry. 
Meanwhile it tends to make an comparative study between HKC and IMO other 
instruments, pointing out its uniqueness and characteristics that distinguishing itself 
from others. The dissertation also recommends some suggestions and attempts to 
establish a new mechanism for the effective performance of the key stakeholders‟ 
roles in the further better implementation of the HKC and propose a checklist for 
evaluating the performance of key stakeholders in the process of ship recycling. 
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CHAPTER1   
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The development of the HKC 
Ship recycling, which indicates the activity of complete or partial dismantling of a 
ship at a Ship Recycling Facility in order to recover components and materials for 
reprocessing and re-use, whilst taking care of hazardous and other materials, and 
includes associated operations such as storage and treatment of components and 
materials on site (HKC, 2009). Accordingly, the ship-recycling is well ahead of other 
industries, like aviation and automobile. Recycling materials and equipment from 
end-of-life ships, to such a large extent, can be considered as an important means to 
support sustainable development through using an eco-friendly way to dispose of all 
or parts of end-of-life ships(Lloyd's Register, 2012).  
 
On the other side, it is deemed to pose a potential threat to the human health, safety 
and environment, due to unacceptable working practices and environmental standards 
in a number of ship recycling yards around the world, especially in Asia. Workers 
there are forced to be exposed to hazardous materials, such as Asbestos, 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB), lead, mercury and others, eventually jeopardizing 
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their healthy and life without any proper protective equipment, like gloves, helmets, 
shoes and etc.(Puthucherril,2010). 
Consequently, pressure demanding a safer and a more environmentally friendly ship 
recycling industry has been imposing on the agenda over many years, and the globally 
joint effort to search for approaches to control and regulate ship recycling consistent 
with international common standards has been on the agenda in the maritime world 
( Chang et al, 2010). 
Taking it into account the above, the issue was first brought into the IMO at the 
MEPC 42 in 1988. From then on, the IMO plays a crucial role in controlling and 
regulating ship recycling activities. The role of IMO covers the legal and technical 
aspects, including the preparation of draft convention, developing recommendatory 
guidelines to be adopted and in collaboration with the ILO and the 1989 Basel 
Convention on the issue of ship recycling. Relevant instruments and conventions such 
as Basel Convention, IMO previous guidelines on ship recycling, Industry code of 
practice on ship recycling, ILO guidelines, have been found, but still improper and 
inadequate owing to practical issues. 
 
Accordingly, it was agreed that a new mandatory system concerning ship-recycling 
activities should be developed, aiming at setting up legally binding and globally 
applicable regulations for ship-recycling in the MEPC 53 (Chang et al, 2010). With a 
view to the above, the 24th regular session of the IMO Assembly adopted Resolution 
A.981 (24) termed” New Legally Binding Instrument on Ship Recycling”, noting that 
the new instrument will regulate the detailed provisions of the whole process of ship 
recycling. 
 
At its 54th session, a working group was established concerning ship-recycling 
facilities and a draft text was further developed at its 55th session. Finally, the new 
Convention, the 2009 Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and 
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Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships, was adopted at a diplomatic conference 
in Hong Kong, China. It regulates detailed provisions for safe and environmentally 
sound ship recycling and specifically designed for application to ships, including 
some features which will apply to the whole life-cycle of a ship relating to its design, 
construction, operation and maintenance. HKC, as a whole, is aimed at ensuring that 
ships, when being recycled after reaching the end of their operational lives, without 
posing any unnecessary risks to human health, safety and to the environment (HKC, 
2009). A number of guidelines have been developed by the MEPC in IMO, which 
have been adopted and are available for use. 
The adoption of the HKC presents both challenges and opportunities for the world‟s 
ship breaking industries (Wang, 2008), though it has not come into force yet. All the 
parties concerned, including ship owners, the flag states, recycling states, competent 
authorities, ship recycling facilities, should take positive actions ready for the future 
implementation of the HKC 
1.2 Objective and structure 
The purpose of this research dissertation is to : 
 
1. Identify the key points and mechanism of the HKC and analyze controversial 
issues under discussion.  
 
2. Identify and analyze the characteristics of the HKC, pointing out its uniqueness 
that distinguish itself from other IMO instruments. 
 
3. Provide insights into the detailed analysis of the role of key stakeholders in the 
process of ship recycling, and formulate recommendation and advice for playing 
effectively the role of the key stakeholders and attempts to establish criteria and 




This dissertation consists of 5 chapters. They are: 
 
Charter 1 is a brief introduction which expounds the history development of the HKC 
and purpose of this dissertation. Then it presents the structure of the dissertation and 
research methodologies and then conducts a literature review about the present 
research on the HKC and ship recycling; 
 
Charter 2 is to identify an overall structure and framework of the HKC and analyze 
the key points of HKC and highlight the world ship recycling statistics and facts, 
especially the present situation of  ship recycling in the developing countries; 
 
Charter 3 is to conduct a comparative study of the HKC and IMO other instruments 
and identify the HKC‟s uniqueness and characteristics that distinguish itself from 
others; 
 
Charter 4 is to provide insights into the detailed analysis of how key stakeholders 
effectively play roles in the process of ship recycling and put forward suggestions and 
recommendations for them. It is to shed light on a new mechanism involving the key 
stakeholders by the author and propose a checklist for evaluating the performance of 
key stakeholders in the process of ship recycling; 
 
Charter 5 concludes a final conclusion which summarizes all the views in this 
dissertation. 
 




Figure.1 Structure of the dissertation 
Source : Compiled by the author 
1.3 Research methodology 
According to the general social science research methods, the dissertation adopts a 
combination of comparative analysis, nominative and qualitative analysis and 
documentary analysis during the course of researching. 
 
First, the author collected plenty of relating documents, articles and research papers 
concerning the issue of ship recycling in order to conduct a literature review ofthe 
contents and structure of the HKC and its development 
 
Second, according to the nominative analysis, this dissertation illustrated and 
discussed plenty of facts and statistics concerning the world ship recycling to analyze 
the existing problems and issues under discussion 
 
Thirdly, this dissertation used comparative study to make a comparison on the HKC 
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and other IMO instruments, indicating the uniqueness and features of the HKC that 
distinguish itself from other conventions. 
1.4 Literature review 
A wealth of information by many experts and scholars at home and abroad is to be 
found on the issue of the HKC and its impacts, which provides plenty of precious 
literatures and references for this dissertation. For example, Mikelis, a former senior 
representative member of MEPC, IMO, is an expert on ship recycling to address the 
issue of ship recycling and the HKC, such as “development and issues on recycling of 
ship”, “Hong Kong convention: the origin of the convention”, “a Statistical Overview 
of Ship Recycling” ,etc. 
 
With the adoption of the HKC in 2009, the subject has been extensively explored and 
many scholars have written and issued some influential articles and research papers 
about it: for example, “From Basel to Hong Kong: International Environmental 
Regulation of Ship-Recycling Takes One Step Forward and Two Steps Back” by 
Bhattacharjee, “Critical Analysis of the Hong Kong International Convention on Ship 
Recycling” by Jain, Pruyn, and Hopman,“Demandeur pays: The EU and funding 
improvements in South Asian ship recycling practices” by Yujuico, “Ship recycling 
and marine pollution” by. Chang, Wang and Durak, etc. These studies revealed some 
facts and issues under discussion on ship recycling, and made a analysis on the HKC 
and its effect, which constitute important references for this dissertation 
 
It is worth mentioning that the previous research has been less concerned about the a 
comprehensive detailed analysis of how key stakeholders effectively play roles in the 
process of ship recycling and this dissertation will provide insights into the 
approaches and suggestions to effectively play the role of key stakeholder as well as 
the uniqueness and characteristics of the HKC that distinguish itself from IMO other 
instruments. With the predictable approach of the HKC‟s entry into force date, it is 
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necessary to discuss the above so as to effectively exercise the obligation and 





































CHARTER 2  
MAIN CONTENTS AND MECHANISMS OF THE HKC 
2.1 Overall structure of the HKC 
The text adopted by the HKC can be divided into three main parts - articles, 
regulations and appendices. The HKC contains 21 articles (explicit amendments‟ 
procedure) in the convention followed by the Annex, consisting of 25 regulations 
(tacit amendments), divided into four chapters(tacit amendments). Chapter 1 contains 
general provisions. Chapter 2 provides requirements for ships, consisting of three 
parts, Part A on design, construction, operation and maintenance of ships; Part B on 
preparation for ship recycling; and Part C on surveys and certification. Chapter 3 
highlights some detailed requirements for recycling facilities, while Chapter 4 
discusses the reporting requirements(HKC, 2009). The flow chart of the main 
structure of the HKC is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
There are now seven appendices to explain further the Convention and six voluntary 
guidelines (see Fig.2 &Table 1) have so far been presented to clarify and interpret 
some technical issues in the Convention(HKC, 2009). These guidelines are 
specifically designed for providing explanations, interpretations, and unified 
procedures for technical issues with a view to the HKC so as to properly implement 































Figure.2 Main structure of the Hong Kong Convention 
Source: Compiled by the author, on the basis of the HKC
 
Appendix1.Controls of Hazardous Materials 
Appendix2.Minimum List of Items for the Inventory of Hazardous Materials 
Appendix3.Form of the International Certificate on Inventory of Hazardous Materials 
Appendix4.Form of the International Ready for Recycling Certificate 
Appendix5.Form of the Authorization Of Ship Recycling Facilities 
Appendix6.Form of Report of Planned Start of Ship Recycling 










Chapter 1  
General  
Chapter3  
Requirements For Ship Recycling Facilities 
Chapter2  
Requirements For Ships  
Chapter4 
Reporting Requirements  
Part C – Surveys and certification 
Part B – Preparation for Ship Recycling 
Part A – Design, construction, operation and maintenance of 
ships 
Controls on Ship Recycling Facilities, Authorization of Ship 
Recycling Facilities, Ship Recycling Facility Plan, Prevention of 
adverse effects to human health and the environment, Worker 
safety and training. etc. 
Initial notification and reporting requirements 
Reporting upon completion  
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Table 1 Schedule for the development of the guidelines associated with the Hong Kong Convention 
 
MEPC SESSION : 
 
MEPC 59 MEPC 60 MEPC 61 MEPC 62 MEPC 63 MEPC 64 












Guidelines for the development of the Inventory of Hazardous Materials (Inventory 
Guidelines) 
      
Guidelines for safe and environmentally sound ship recycling (Facility Guidelines) 
 
      
Guidelines for the development of the Ship Recycling Plan (SRP Guidelines) 
 
      
Guidelines for the authorization of Ship Recycling Facilities (Authorization Guidelines) 
 
      
Guidelines for survey and certification Guidelines for inspection of ships 
 
      
Guidelines for inspection of ships 
 
      
 
Source: Compiled by the author, on the basis of IMO’s relevant instruments. 
Revised MEPC 197(62) 
Adopted MEPC 210(63) 
Adopted MEPC 179(59) 
Adopted MEPC 196(62) 
Adopted MEPC 211(63) 
Adopted MEPC 223(64) 
Adopted MEPC 222(64) 
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Since these guidelines are authorized by the HKC, they have more influence on the key issues of 
standards on ships and ship recycling facilities, for example, preparation of the ship recycling 
plan and the ship recycling facility plan will extensively depend on these guidelines. 
 
The HKC will enter into force in 24 months on condition that it is ratified by 15 states, which 
represents 40% of world tonnage & its combined maximum annual ship recycling volume in the 
past 10 years exceeds 3% of its combined tonnage (HKC, 2009). Till June ,2015, three states, 
Norway, Congo & France, have ratified the HKC, accounting for 1.98% of the world fleet. (IMO, 
2015) 
 
2.2 Documents and mechanism of the HKC 
The main elements for the HKC are as follows: 
 
1. Inventory of Hazardous Materials(IHM), specific to each ship, is divided into Part I, II, III, 
varied scope for new ships and existing ships. For new ships, the IHM is on the basis of the 
Material Declaration(MD) and Supplier‟s Document Of Compliance (SDoC) by the 
equipment supplier, and for the existing ones, the IHM is elaborated as stipulated as far as 
practicable and reasonable; 
 
2. International Certificate on Inventory of Hazardous Materials(ICIHM), can be issued to a 
ship after the initial survey or renewal survey, valid for 5 years; 
 
3. Document of authorization to conduct Ship Recycling(DASR), can be issued to the yard by 
the recycling State‟s Competent Authority, valid with a maximum 5 years; 
 
4. Ship Recycling Facility Plan (SRFP), described the system and processes of the recycling 
facility for safety and environmental protection; 
 
5. Ship Recycling Plan (SRP), prepared by the recycling facility or the recycler on the basis of a 
ship‟s IHM and the ship particulars, is usually approved by Competent Authority. The SRP is 
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a cooperative effort between the Ship Recycling Facility and the ship owner; 
 
6. International Ready for Recycling Certificate (IRRC), can be issued to a ship by the flag 
State after final survey on the basis of IHM and SRP; 
 
7. Statement of Completion of Ship Recycling, can be issued by the recycling facility and 
reporting completion of recycling of an individual ship to the recycling State authorities and 
to the flag Administration; 
 
8. There is a new regime for surveying, an initial survey before verifying the IHM, a renewal 
survey during the ship‟s operational life, a final survey before the recycling to issue the 
IRRC. 
 
Thus, the HKC has been developed to be a legitimate, feasible, and reasonable structure during a 
ship‟s whole operational life. All the control and enforcement measurers above in the HKC are 
combined together for its implementation in an effective and efficient manner throughout a ship‟ 
whole life so as to avoid unnecessary burdens on Parties as much as possible.(Mikelis, 2006). 
2.3The characteristics of ship recycling 
2.3.1 Economic lifespan 
Statistically, a ship‟s life span is presently 30 years on average and thus each year around 1,800 
ships of over 500GT, or 1,000 ships over 3,000GT around the globe need to be recycled. Often, 
an economic downturn can shorten this period (Jain et al, 2013). 
2.3.2 The advantages of ship recycling 
The advantages of ship recycling are apparent in that while recycling a ship, every part of its hull, 
machinery, equipment, fittings and even furniture is re-circulated and reused.(Chang et al, 2010) 
This industry can be economically important for the local and even regional development, and 
create as many job employment opportunities and for the large-scale of trading business in 
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second-hand equipment and machines as well. To some extent, the further benefits are the 
economies of recycling countries from recycling steel, wood, machinery and equipment, which 
would otherwise have to be imported. (see Table 2) 
 
Table 2 Ship melting scrap versus imported ferrous scrap (thousands of tones) 
Year/ Country 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Bangladesh 
Ship melting scrap 310 735 904 519 748 
Imported ferrous cargo 253 337 545 241 310 
Ship /(ship+ imported) 55% 69% 62% 68% 71% 
China 
Ship melting scrap 207 500 2236 1361 1620 
Imported ferrous cargo 3395 3590 13692 5848 6767 
Ship /(ship+ imported) 6% 12% 14% 19% 19% 
India  
Ship melting scrap 296 461 1227 1124 1358 
Imported ferrous cargo 2990 4579 4727 3606 3450 
Ship /(ship+ imported) 9% 9% 21% 24% 28% 
Pakistan 
Ship melting scrap 71 54 348 283 344 
Imported ferrous cargo 337 764 1806 1041 926 
Ship /(ship+ imported) 17% 7% 16% 21% 27% 
Turkey 
Ship melting scrap 92 110 215 305 470 
Imported ferrous cargo 13500 17415 15666 19200 21453 
Ship /(ship+ imported) 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 
  
Source :Mikelis (2013) 
 
Table 2 illustrates the quantities of the imported melting steel scrap is provided by each 
country‟s ship recycling industry, as examples of the top 5 ship recycling countries. It can be 
seen that in Bangladesh, which is a small country in steel-making, surprisingly, the contribution 
of melting steel scrap from ship recycling is very high. The same situation remains in India, 
Pakistan, and China. It must be pointed out that in 2007 and 2008, it is in a relatively lower 
volume of ship recycling because of the booming international shipping market. Turkey is the 
only exception among the five in terms of the volume of ship melting scrap versus imported, 
accounting for only approximately 1% to 2% (Mikelis, 2013). 
 
Another consideration is that most of the Asian countries use scrap steel in their domestic 
economics, while the European ones do not. Europe is typically an exporter of scrap steel. 
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Consequently, the natural home to ship recycling is Asia or developing countries instead of 
developed countries (Mikelis, 2012).   
 
Moreover, a study reveals that the production of steel from iron ore is 7400 Mega joule (MJ) of 
energy required and the release of about 2200 kg per tons of carbon dioxide, compared with steel 
production from scrapping requires only 350 MJ energy and 280 kg of carbon dioxide. (Nesxer 
et al, 2008). From this perspective, ship recycling is a highly energy-saving and eco-friendly 
industry. 
2.3.3 The gap between developed and developing countries 
In developing countries recycled materials have high value while less value in developed ones. 
Furthermore, in spite of the mechanized process, the cost of dismantling a ship is relatively high 
in developed countries, even when the process is mechanized; and much lower in terms of 
cheaper labor cost and material cost in developing ones (Mikelis, 2008). Consequently, the 
natural home of ship recycling is in developing countries. 
 
Nevertheless, in developing countries the implementation of laws and policies for environmental, 
health & safe for the prevention of human injuries and environmental pollution is not considered 
sufficiently  
 
Owing to economic reasons, when this is put application to all aspects of a ship‟ life in 
developing countries, the developed world has paid intensive attention to the recycling workers‟ 
safety and environmental influence. 
2.4 World recycling facts and statistics 
It is widely accepted that the global ship-recycling industry is largely dependent on the 
developing countries, like Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Turkey and China, which accounts for an 
overriding proportion of the global recycling industry. The combination of low labor costs, an 
eagerness for cheap raw materials, limited amount of environment, health and safety regulation 
and high demand for steel in developing countries are all the factors that contributes the 
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favorable market (Zhao & Chang, 2014) . The gap between the recycling volume of the top five 
countries and those of the rest of the world become increasingly larger. And from 2009 onwards, 
the percentage of the top five has been remaining overwhelming advantage, approximately 
surprising 98%.(see Fig.3). Following record levels of recycling volume in 2012, the recycling 
volume has been decreasing year by year (Samnatha, 2014). 
 
It must be admitted that the five countries, witnessed a booming industry was developing 
astonishingly rapid whose environmental and health concern attracts limited attention so far,  
for more than eighty of the international trade volume was carried out on board ships(UNCTAD, 
2014 ). The fate of the end-of –life ships are demolished or scrapped using the ways that threaten 
environmental and human safety in Bangladesh, India and Pakistan. Confronted with such 
situation, those five countries unquestionably shoulder a shared global responsibility to deal with 






Figure.3 World Recycling Volume from 2005 to 2014 (Unit: Tons) 





Figure. 4 Ship breaking in Bangladesh 
Note: Shipbreaking in Bangladesh Worker with blowtorch, termed the “gas cutter.” Workers prepare to walk 
metal girder further up the beach for cutting. 
Source: Mikelis (2012) 
 
Bhattacharjee (2012) said that “An acute dilemma” does exist in the ship recycling industry (p, 
198). As shown above (Fig.4), in most cases, to beach a vessel occurs while the tide is high 
enough and untrained workers dismantle it without any occupational protective equipment. 
Meanwhile, at the end of a ship‟s life cycle, the ship contains not only various recyclable 
materials but also a range of hazardous and toxic substances, like PCB, ODS, asbestos, oily 
residues, and polluted ship water, which can result negative impacts on the local marine 
environment, especially for the local agriculture and fisheries (Krause, 2005). Furthermore, for 
the workers themselves, owing to adverse working environment, they only can breathe the toxic 
air and then suffer serious health problems, causing Occupational safety Health (OSH) problems. 
It is apparent that the ship-breaking process has caused great environmental, health and safety 
concerns despite the economic benefits. 
 
Developed countries have realized the above-mentioned problems while developing countries 
have concentrated on their industrialization and neglected the concerns for the environment and 
working conditions (Zhao & Chang, 2014). Gradually, the ship-recycling industry has shifted 
from developed to developing countries, which impacts positively on the developed countries to 
avoid the economic burden of being consistent with the high cost on the basis of their 
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requirements, in an effort to manage the hazardous waste. Consequently, in developing countries, 
the issue of occupational safety and health emerges, especially in Bangladesh, India and 
Pakistan.(Rousmaniere, 2007). Questionable and controversial practice for dismantling and 
demolishing end-of-life ships have triggered unease given their dominance of this unevenly 
regulated global industry(Yujuico,2014). From this perspective, proper ship-recycling facilities 
can make some contribution to sustainable development and international efforts to establish 
enforceable regulations have met with limited success so far. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter reviews the main content and overall structure of the HKC. It highlights documents 
and mechanism, such as IHM, ICIHM, DASR, SRFP, SRP, IRRC. Moreover, it provides insights 
into the characteristics of ship recycling in terms of economic and environmental benefits as well 
as conducts an analysis of the world recycling facts and statistics, pointing out that the whole 
ship-recycling industry is dependent on the developing countries, like India, Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, Turkey and China, due to a combination of historical and economic factors. On the 
other hand, it addresses the problem of environmental, health and safety concerns arising from 
ship recycling activities. 
 
All the control and enforcement measurers in the HKC are combined together for its effective 
implementation throughout a ship‟ whole life so as to as much as possible to effectively play the 





















CHAPTER 3  
COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN THE HKC AND IMO OTHER 
INSTRUMENTS 
 
The Hong Kong Convention deals with most of the issues on ship recycling. It is a 
comprehensive regulatory approach designed to ensure human safety and health as well as  
environmental protection. Its features and uniqueness that distinguish itself from IMO other 
instruments are listed as follows. 
 
3.1 Two-fold application 
The objective of the Hong Kong Convention, is to “effectively address the environmental, 
occupational health and safety risks related to ship recycling” (HKC, 2009). The HKC adopts a 
two-fold application both to the ship and the ship recycling facility, which is regarded as a 
integrated approach to deal with the problems related to human health, safety and environmental 
protection in the process of ship recycling(Jain et al, 2013). 
 
For ships, the definition given in the HKC explicitly includes submersibles, floating crafts, 
floating platforms, among other offshore and storage vessels including vessel being towed or 
stripped of equipment (HKC, 2009).Meanwhile, the HKC exempts ships less than 500 GT, 
warships and some other non-commercial ships from the scope of its application. Nevertheless, 
the HKC requires party states to adopt other appropriate measures to treat such ships compatible 
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with its requirements practically and reasonably as far as possible.  
 
For ship recycling facilities, the HKC defines it as an area that is a site, yard or facility used for 
the recycling of ships(HKC, 2009). The definition of ship recycling includes associated 
operations such as storage and treatment of components and materials onsite but regrettably does 
not mention their further processing or disposal after the completion of recycling. 
3.2 Life-cycle approach from cradle to grave 
The HKC is unique in that its integrity has a life-cycle approach to the ship's whole life, aiming 
at prohibiting and restricting the use of HM, by regulating design, construction, operation and 
maintenance with the concept of "from cradle to grave". Maintenance and updating of IHM 
during the entire life time of the ship is another major step taken in the direction of achieving 
safe and environmentally sound ship recycling. 
It has to be noted that the HKC is dependent on documentation and procedures such as creating 
and maintaining the IHM, survey and certification, obtaining ICIHM, IRRC, DASR. Thus, the 
HKC aims to manage the ship recycling by written procedure and documentation in a ship‟s 
whole operational life.(see Fig.5) 
 
Figure. 5 Chain of documentations from cradle to grave 




From the perspective of the HKC, certified ships seeks authorized recycling facilities. That is to 
say, a ship is designed, constructed, operated and ready for the recycling. Thus, the ship should 
find proper recycling facilities to be recycled (Mikelis, 2012). (see Fig. 6) 
 
Figure. 6 Vivid description of certified ships seeking authorized recycling facilities 
Source: Mikelis(2012) 
3.3 Polluter pays principle 
The HKC fails to some extent to apply to “polluter pays principle,” which has long been 
consistently embedded in the international environmental protection law. According to this 
principle, the party who produces the pollutant is financially obliged to remove the pollution and 
is liable for any damage arising from that pollution. (Fang & Mejia, 2012) 
 
This obligation in the HKC totally lies in the pre-cleaning of the end-of –life ships before they  
arrive at the recycling facility. However, the HKC does not compulsorily lay the responsibility 
on the owners, requiring all the ships at the recycling facilities to pre-clean of all hazardous 
materials. 
 
It must be pointed out that the pre-cleaning of ships will more or less reduce the seaworthiness of 
ships, but it cannot fully explained the shifting of the responsibilities from owners to the 




3.4 The relationship with the Basel Convention 
The Basel Convention (BC) has been playing a positive role in the control of Trans-boundary 
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal since its entry into force. There were no 
specifically international regulatory standards or instruments concerning ship recycling prior to 
the HKC, yet during the ship recycling process, it inevitably generates a large quantity of wastes 
and substances. The dispute between the two lies in the attitude towards how to dispose of the 
end-of-life ships. From the HKC‟s perspective, the end-of-life ships are beyond the scope of the 
waste. Thus it deals with the hazardous materials causing pollution to ships. Once the ship meets 
the requirement of the HKC, it can be shifted from one country to another. Meanwhile,  the 
HKC provides detailed provisions on the recycling facility and the process of recycling. In 
principle, the BC focuses on controlling the origin of the waste while the HKC emphasizes on 
the origin to the very end. Consequently, the HKC is designated more comprehensively for 
control and implementation of ship recycling    
 
The HKC has established a comprehensive uniform set of technical standards for ship recycling 
facilities and procedures as an integral part of the Convention. These uniform standards are listed 
in Regulations contained in Annex I. Thus, the HKC is a good combination of the convention 
itself and technical standards, where in Basel Convention, a separated list of technical standards, 
distinct from the main body. Bhattacharjee(2009) regard the HKC “paves the path for 
standardization of the ship-breaking process across jurisdictions and is likely to act as a bulwark 
against the race-to bottom between various ship-breaking countries.”(p, 222). 
 
3.5 Issue of approaches for unifying the technical standards 
Although the HKC itself does not introduce any definite compulsory environmentally-friendly 
methods of ship recycling, the HKC adopt an indirect approach to set technical standards.(Chang 
et al,2010). Having set the minimum standards, the HKC leaves the option to parties to the HKC, 
to determine which way is better. It may be the method of dry dock, slip way or even beaching, 
which is compatible with the requirement of the HKC. It is further explained to set general 
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As far as standards for the ships are concerned, it does provide uniform standards in terms of 
their design, construction, maintenance and operation as stipulated, which prohibits the 
installation and use of hazardous materials specified in Appendix 1 of the HKC and makes it 
mandatory for all ships under the purview of the Convention to have an IHM on board for the 
entire operational life of the ship (HKC, 2009). 
 
In principle, the HKC does not define in what procedures or techniques can be achieved, which 
is open to the comprehension and interpretation to party states in what way a ship recycling 
facility should operate in order to be compatible with the requirements of the HKC(HKC, 2009). 
3.6 Summary 
It can be concluded that the HKC has been both praised and criticized together. On one hand, it 
is also praised for fundamental advances in the regulation spans across almost every aspect of the 
entire life-cycle of a ship. On the other hand, it is regarded to be a weak response to the problem 
of ship recycling, named as “legal shipwreck”. It arises a few ambiguous issues under discussion, 
like the threshold of 500 GT, no further provision after the completion of recycling, the dispute 
in pre-cleaning of HM, no clearly inhibition to beaching, etc. 
 
This chapter conducts a comparative study between the HKC and IMO other instruments: A dual 
application to ships as well as ship recycling facilities, a life-long approach from cradle to grave 
along with documents and certificates, from initially establishing IHM Part I to finally IRRC 
ready. To some extent, from the perspective of the HKC, it is like “certified ships seeks 
authorized recycling facilities. That is to say, a ship is designed, constructed, operated and ready 
for the recycling.  
Another point to bear in mind lies in unifying the approaches for the technical standards 
                                                             
1
 Hong Kong Convention : Article 17”Ship Recycling Facilities authorized by a Party shall establish 
management systems, procedures and techniques which do not pose health risks to the workers concerned or to 
the population in the vicinity of the Ship Recycling Facility and which will prevent, reduce, minimize and to 
the extent practicable eliminate adverse effects on the environment caused by Ship Recycling, taking into 
account guidelines developed by the Organization” 
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concerning the ship recycling activities on the global scale. The other two are regarding the 
Polluter pays principle and the relationship with the BC. 
 
Such features distinguish the HKC from other IMO instruments. It is certainly a significant step 
and monumental improvement taken, though a few issues under discussion, towards achieving 











































CHARTER 4  
HOW KEY STAKEHOLDERS EFFECTIVELY PLAY ROLES IN THE 
PROCESS OF SHIP RECYCLING 
All key stakeholders play a crucial role in forming the chain responsibilities for effective 
implementation of the HKC.(See Fig.7) 
 
Figure. 7 Key stakeholders in the process of ship recycling 
Source: Original  
This chapter will examine in details the role of key stakeholders---- the ship owners, cash buyers, 
flag states, competent authorities, and recycling facilities in the process of ship recycling, 
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4.1 The role of ship owners 
4.1.1 Economic concerns to the recycling 
The priority concern of owners is when and where to recycle the ships. It is generally believed 
that the ship recycling market is closely linked to the international trade and shipping economic 
market cycle. That means when in booming periods. Owners are reluctant to recycle the ships 
and while in recession time, freight rate are in a low level, and most of the owners choose to sell 
the old vessels to the cash buyers, scrap dealers or the recycling yard in the demolition market to 
save the cost. Generally, the average life of a ship is 30 years. But an economic crisis can shorten 
this considerably. 
 
Figure.8 Trade and development on the global scale from 1975 to 2013 
Source: UNCTAD (2014) 
 
Figure.9 Annual volumn of recycled tonnage in the world 




The above two figures together reveal that the trend between the annual volume of global ship 
recycling and world seaborne trade shows each to be inversely related. Furthermore, the two 
reveal that the owner is always seeking better opportunities to gaining maximum profits. At the 
time of the booming of international shipping market, they are reluctant to recycle the ship. 
Inversely, During the slump of international shipping market, the owners are subject to use ship 
recycling to reduce expenses, to maximizing economic benefits(Knapp et al, 2008). 
 
As a ship owner, there are usually two ways to deal with the retiring ships. One is to sell ships to 
the cash buyers
2
, the other is to directly deliver the ship to the recycling company or facility. The 




















Figure.10 The decision-making tree for owners 
Source :Original 
 
According to the above figure, ship owners will choose recycling yard on the condition that they 
have professional knowledge background on ship recycling. It is convenient for them to directly 
select the qualified ship recycling facility. Otherwise, selling the ship to the cash buyer is a better 
choice to avoid the economic risk as much as possible. 
                                                             
2
 Cash buyers can be defined as those who have ownership of the ship for a limited period pending its sale or 
handing over to a Ship Recycling Facility. See 4.2 in details about “the role of cash buyers” 
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4.1.2 The HKC‟s basic requirements for ship owners 
According to the HKC, ship owners are responsible that each end-of-life ship is ready for 
recycling to initiate the whole recycling process. In order to do this, the ship owner is responsible 
in the process of ship recycling for providing a comprehensive IHM list, including Part I,II,III at 
the time of entry into the recycling facility. The objective of IHM is to determine safe and 
environmentally sound ship recycling process, in order to enable the facilities to prepare the Ship 
Recycling Plan. Meanwhile it is the obligation of the owner to designate the recycling facilities 
and guarantee the reporting process are followed and inform the competent authority that the 
ship is recycled there in advance. Moreover, the ship owner is responsible for minimizing the 
amount of hazardous substances and contaminants remaining on board before entering the 
recycling facility and tankers arrive in a condition, with cargo tanks and pump rooms ready for 
certification as a safe-for-entry and safe- for- hot work (HKC, 2009). 
 
For the ship owner, the role in the process of ship recycling is to offer the necessary ship 
information to the recycling facility, provide and maintain an updated inventory of hazardous 
materials, minimize the amount of fuel oil, cargo residues and ship wastes remaining on board, 
provide a ready for recycling certificate to the ship recycling facility, and notify the intention to 
recycle the ship to the concerned administration.  
 
With a view to the documentation, the ship owner is entitled to maintain and complete the IHM 
and obtain an acknowledgement and subsequent the notification and certificates (ICIHM, IRRC) 
by the CA (HKC, 2009). 
4.1.3 The ways ship owners play an effective role under the HKC 
Faced with the changeable international shipping market, it is wise for owners to choose a proper 
timing, using the method of risk assessment to recycle the ships or just sell it to the cash buyer to 
control the economic risk as much as possible. And during the whole life of a ship‟s operational 
life, from the HKC perspective, owners are responsible for ships preparing a list of the Inventory 
of Hazardous Materials at the beginning to providing a ready-for-recycling certificate in the end 
as well as necessary actions taken, such as minimizing the amount of fuel oil and cargo residue 
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as much as possible, applications to the final survey and etc. 
4.2 The role of cash buyers 
4.2.1 The relationship between the owner and the cash buyer 
In the HKC, the definition of the owner includes those who have ownership of the ship for a 
limited period pending its sale or handing over to a Ship Recycling Facility. It is apparent that 
the cash buyer is regarded as the owner in the HKC, although it does not give the definition of 
the cash buyer. In fact, a contractual agreement does exist between the owner and the cash buyer. 
According to the contract, the owner will retain the right to require any document and 
information concerning the right to supervise the whole process of ship recycling, including 
inspecting the facilities, monitoring whether the recycling ship is recycled as agreed. The 
contractual relationship also includes which of the two parties will provide the IHM to the 
recycling facilities, who will be responsible for the final survey (Mikelis, 2013). 
 
According to the HKC, the cash buyer has some similar responsibilities as ship owners while he 
takes control of the actual end-of- life ships. Taking the company GMS (Green Ship Recycling 
Program) for example, GMS is not only the largest cash buyer in terms of the annual number and 
tonnage of the ships it purchases but is also famous for its professionalism and its long term view 
of the ship recycling business (GMS, 2014). GMS always keeps contractual relationship and 
takes the similar responsibilities as ship owners and does quite well in the recycling industry.  
 
It is worthwhile mentioning that the HKC, to some extent, define the cash buyer as the ship 
owner. Consequently, the law-makers cannot specify detailed responsibility between the two 
roles( maybe regarded as a whole). Had the regulation in the HKC attempted to address the their 
separate obligation in isolation, this would have resulted into a dilemma, either inflexible or 
impractical arrangement .Thus, the result of merging the roles of the ship owner and the cash 
buyer is to facilitate the HKC‟s feasibility and application(Mikelis, personal communication, 
May 3, 2015). 
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4.2.2 The role of the cash buyers in practice 
In the HKC, the definition “owner” includes those who have ownership of the ship for a limited 
period pending its sale or handing over to a Ship Recycling Facility. That means “cash buyer” 
can act as the role of an owner. In practice, approximately 90% of retired ships are sold to cash 
buyers(Mikelis, 2013). The cash buyers then sell the ships to the recycling facility. The cash 
buyer is subject to purchase ships for “cash" and then sells them (for a profit) to the facility,  
who may pay with a Letter of Credit. Legally speaking, the cash buyer possesses the ownership 
of the vessel
3
 (for a limited time) (Mikelis, 2013). 
 
The reasons why ship owners are willing to sell the end-of-life ships to the cash buyer instead of 
the recycling facility are explained as follows: 
 
1. The owner shall make sure that the yard will conduct and perform the recycling process 
according to the contract. Regrettably, most ship owners do not have such experience of the 
recycling market so as to mitigate the economic risks. 
 
2. The ship owner is willing to be paid in cash instead of a Letter of Credit that nearly all the 
recycling facilities use. 
 
3. Performing a ship on its final voyage with limited bunkers to the yard can cause great 
potential risks to the owners, especially in a falling market.    
 
The role of the cash buyers can mitigate the risks above for the ship owner by way of paying the 
agreed deposit and then the balance of the purchase price in cash. 
The services the cash buyer provides to the ship owner are to expertise in a specialized and 
                                                             
3
An end-of-life ship can be sold from the owner to the cash buyer in two ways. One is usually to deliver the 
ship at the anchorage area of the recycling yard, namely “delivered basis”. The other, less frequently, to be 
delivered at an agreed port or anchorage area in another country(termed as “as-is basis” ). On as-is basis, 
strictly speaking, the cash buyer will have to register, crew and possibly insure the ship until he sells and 




difficult market, to reduce the ship owner‟s risk, and to pay in cash as opposed to by Letter of 
Credit. 
 
4.2.3 The ways cash buyers play an effective role in practice  
In order to effectively play the role as well as to better respond to the ever-changing ship 
recycling market, the role of the cash buyer can be shifted from the single role as a cash paid 
bridge to all-round comprehensive services, such as Recycling facility financing, active 
participation in the recycling process, and monitoring environmental effects of ship recycling as 
a third party, ship trading risk control, etc. 
 
The ship owners, who are determined to recycle the ships in a responsible and environmental 
sound manner under the requirement of the HKC, are willing to make a contractual agreement 
with the cash buyers to ensure that ship recycling will go with the intended standards. Therefore, 
the obligation of the cash buyer is to accept and enforce the contractual agreement that exists the 
change of ownership. It is essential for the ship owner and the cash buyer to set up in the 
agreement “who is responsible for providing the final IHM, for acquiring the SRP, for the 
conduct of the final survey, and for how to choose the recycling yard and etc.” 
 
To summarize, the cash buyer plays a crucial role in the recycling industry in practice. The role 
of the cash buyer acts as a commercial facilitator who facilitates negotiating letters of credit and 
also mitigates financial risk due to the dynamic nature of the currency and steel markets. 
Moreover, the legal responsibilities and obligations of a ship owner terminate at the time of the 
transfer of ownership (Mikelis, 2013). 
 
4.3 The role of flag states  
4.3.1 The HKC‟s basic requirements for flag states 
Flag states are responsible for ensuring, by way of survey and certification, Part 1of IHM 
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reflecting virtually hazardous substance and material in Appendices 1 and 2 of the HKC as well 
as keeping it updated in time during its whole life. Furthermore, Part 2 for operationally 
generated waste and Part 3 for stores shall be incorporated into Part 1 before recycling a ship, in 
order that an overall list of hazardous materials is presented on board prior to entry to the ship 
recycling yard. This will enable the ship recycling facilities to grasp all-round information to 
decide safe and environmentally sound ship recycling process. 
 
Flag states are also entitled to establish an overall comprehensive legal framework of control and 
implementation on the basis of the survey and certification regime to make sure that ships flying 
its flag to be in accordance with the HKC. Moreover, survey and certification shall be 
implemented by the flag state to verify that IHM should consist with the HKC. including an 
initial survey and a renewal survey. After the survey, ICIHM must be issued or renewed to the 
ship. A final survey is to be carried out by the flag state to issue the IRRC. This final survey 
demonstrates three factors(MEPC62/24/197).. They are: 
 
1. The IHM is compatible with the requirements of the HKC; 
 
2. SRP developed by the ship recycling facility contains information related to IHM; 
 
3. The ship recycling facility is duly authorized to carry out ship recycling. 
 
Furthermore, the flag state is responsible for undertaking market surveillance through sample 
analysis on equipment and materials, to ascertain the accuracy of the MD and SDoC. If the MD 
and SDoC are detected inaccurate, the parties concerned will get punishment(MEPC 62/24/197). 
4.3.2 The ways flag states play an effective role under the HKC 
On the basis of the requirements above, the ways to effectively play the role of the flag state are 
as follows: 
1. Establish domestic legislation and regulations system incorporating the HKC‟s requirements.  
The HKC is one of the international laws, which is deemed as the highest standard accepted 
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by all the contracted parties. Thus, as a contracted state, it is necessary to promulgate or 
revise relevant laws incorporating the requirement of the HKC.  
 
2. The introduction of mandatory recycling system 
The flag state shall introduce a system of compulsory recycling, taking age,the actual 
performance of the ship, the usage, construction situation and the like into consideration, in 
an effort to prevent the ships that has reached the end-of-life age from continuing to be put 
into service due to economic concerns. If violation of acts is found, severe punishments will 
come to the parties concerned (Matz, 2010). 
 
3. The motivating policy of ship recycling industry. 
As the HKC propose new requirements to the shipping industry, thus the flag state is 
encouraged to invest more in the relevant areas, such as new technology research and 
application, health welfare of the workers and the local people,  updated professional 
training,  in order to boost the concerned parties, especially for the recycling facility to 
operate compatibly with the HKC. the Flag State is also responsible for initiating many 
projects, like posters, films and other methods to be used to raise safety awareness for varied 
categories of workers to enhance the soft quality of ship recycling industry (Shawkat, & 
Abdullah, 2014)..  
4.4 The role of competent authorities 
4.4.1 The HKC‟s requirements for competent authorities 
“Competent Authority(ies)” means a governmental authority or authorities designated by 
a Party as responsible for duties related to Ship Recycling Facilities operating within the 
jurisdiction of that Party as specified in this Convention(HKC, 2009). In order to control and 
supervise ship recycling facilities to comply with the HKC, the role of the competent authority is 
to build up legal rules and frameworks to ensure that ship recycling facilities are authorized for 
ship recycling, which is designed, constructed and operated in accordance with the HKC. And 
also the authority shall be responsible for inspection, monitoring and enforcement to the facility, 




The competent authority is also responsible for access to technical and policy assistances and 
means of information communication between Parties, IMO and Ship Recycling Facilities 
(HKC, 2009) 
 
As for the detection violation of the Convention, the competent authority has ample evidence 
that the ship recycling facility has been operated or is to be operated in violation the provisions 
of the HKC, which will result an investigation about the recycling facility under the jurisdiction 
of another party (HKC, 2009). 
4.4.2 The ways competent authorities play an effective role under the HKC 
In order to effectively play the role of the competent authority, the suggestions can be as follows: 
 
1. The competent authorities should conduct nationwide investigations to ship recycling 
enterprises and relevant industry, so as to get a overall understanding of enterprise 
management status, working environment, technology issues and etc. and get to know the 
influence of the HKC to the recycling facilities from the perspective of the recycling facilities, 
which will make up for the basic facts and statistics for the competent authority. 
 
2. Introduce a number of supportive measures for the domestic shipbuilding industry. These 
may include the granting of a 20% subsidy on domestically-placed contracts if the owners 
recycle other vessels over 15 years old. 
 
3. Establish a comprehensive authorization mechanism concerning inspection, monitoring, 
violation of detection and auditing. Incorporate the requirement of the HKC into national 
legislation, fully taking into account the guidelines. 
 
4. Reform of government institutions and integration of related competent authorities as soon as 





5. Promulgate and Implement policies of fees and taxes reduction for recycling facilities so as 
to support and inspire the development of the domestic ship recycling enterprises, and 
establish a fund of the ship recycling industry, if necessary and feasible. For the owners that 
voluntarily recycle old retired ships compatible with the HKC, the authority can offer some 
extra bonus and supplement to encourage such action. The authority is encouraged to open 
ways to technical and policy consultancy.  
 
6. Promote information exchange and communication between competent authorities, recycling 
facilities and IMO. 
The above ideal model is as follows: 
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Figure 3: Proposed instruments
 
Figure.11 Ideal model of competent authorities and integration of ocean governance 
Source: Kim (2012) 
To the contracted parties, a comprehensive uniform framework of laws and regulations 
concerning the ship recycling shall be adopted in which an overall competent authority in charge 
of the whole process of ship recycling shall be integrated or set up.  this arrangement is 
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consistent with the trend of integration of ocean governance. 
 
4.5 The role of recycling facilities 
4.5.1 Difficulties and challenges in practice  
The HKC aims at establishing international standards for the ship recycling industry to boost this 
industry to develop in a safe and environmental friendly manner, but currently, there are many 
challenges and difficulties for some recycling facilities to implement the new standards at present. 
The overriding one is the gap between the HKC‟s requirement and the current status and ability 
of the recycling facility. It is reported that 60% of ship recycling is still using the way to beach, 
which is considered to be pose great risk and harm to the human and environment(Mikelis`, 
2012). To some extent, changing the way of beaching is a big challenge for the recycling 
facilities, especially in the south Asia. It is certain that drawbacks of primitive dismantling ways, 
like beaching, backward hardware facilities, inadequate management skills exist in a large 
quantity of recycling facilities. On the other hand, these years, the ever-increasing pressure in 
terms of the environment impacts and increased scrapping costs, has made the recycling facilities 
hard to live. Some recycling facilities will be shut down if the HKC enters into force. 
 
With the adoption of “2012 Guidelines for Safe And Environmentally Sound Ship Recycling”, it 
highlights the detailed provisions in terms of facility management and operation, worker safety 
and health compliance approach, environmental compliance approach and raise new requirement 
for the facilities (MEPC 63/23/210). 
4.5.2 The HKC‟s basic requirements for recycling facilities 
“Ship Recycling Facility” means a defined area that is a site, yard or facility used for the 
recycling of ships (HKC, 2009). Considering the fact that the recycling facility is a key 
stakeholder involved in the process of ship recycling, it is crucial to identify its obligations and 
ensure them to fulfill and perform properly in varied stages. The HKC‟s basic requirements for 
recycling facilities under HKC can be summarized as follows: 
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1. The period pre recycling : 
①Application for authorization 
Prior to recycling, a complete ship recycling facility plan together with an application to ship 
recycling by the recycling facilities should be submitted to the CA for authorization, which is 
regarded as the primary concern in issuing the DASR. In addition, SRFP is required to be made 
and provided, including emergency plans, monitoring and reporting systems as stipulated in the 
HKC. Broadly speaking, these systems and plans control and govern the safe and 
environmentally sound ship recycling (MEPC 63/23/211). 
②Acceptance of ships for recycling 
The SRF is to achieve the authorization for ship recycling from the CA. When signing the ship 
recycling contract, the recycling facility should only accept ships conforming to the HKC‟s 
requirements with IRRC from CA (HKC, 2009). 
③ Ship Recycling Plan 
The SRP shall be designated to each ship to be recycled according to the MEPC 62/24/196, 
taking the ship‟s individual particulars, any necessary information in ICIHM and the information 
provides by ship owners into full account. Furthermore, SRP should be submitted to CA and be 
approved by CA(HKC, 2009). 
 
2. The period during the ship recycling  
①The SRF shall report to the CA about the planning date of starting the ship recycling ahead of 
time. During the ship recycling, the ship recycling facilities play the primary role of the 
prevention of negative effects to human health and the environment. In order to fulfill the aims, 
the SRF shall make full use of the IHM and the SRP to ensure to adopt a methodology in an 
environmentally- friendly manner to dispose with recycling ships.  
②The SRF shall set up, maintain and monitor the safe-for-entry and safe-for-hot-work 
procedures (MEPC63/23/210) to prevent any accident, incident and other unsafe conditions 
which may do harm to human health and/or the environment. The suitable working environment 
and appropriate labor protection are provided to assist in avoiding or reducing occupational 
diseases and injuries.  
③Hazardous Materials and wastes generated from the recycling activity shall be dealt with in a 
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safe and environmentally sound manner. Hazardous substances, wastes and recyclable materials 
must be labeled and stored separately that are forbidden dumped and discharged at will, and  
They must be transferred to the special treatment facility for being disposed.  
④The SRF shall work with the CA cooperatively when they carry out inspections and 
verification for safety and environmental matters to the ship recycling. There are requirements to 
the facilities reporting any accident, incident, occupational diseases and chronic effects to the CA 
in formal written form. The SRF shall not conceal the truth to the CA, which would create more 
potential hazards to human and the environment if it does so.  
 
3. After the completion of the ship recycling 
Once recycling is finished, the SRF shall issue the Statement of Completion of Ship Recycling, 
an report together with appendix 7, to the CA who shall send a copy of the Statement to the 
Administration, which is the documented evidence for the completion of the recycling ship 
consistence with the SRP. 
 
4. Requirement for SRP 
In principle, the ship recycling facilities authorized by the competent authorities are required to 
approve of the specific SRP. The approval can be either explicit or tacit. Furthermore, it is the 
responsibilities of the recycling facilities in the SRP to establish and update an emergency 
prepared deployment and response plan as well as provide and ensure the application of the 
personal protective equipment and enhanced trainings for workers. They shall dispose with 
hazardous substances in a safe and environmental manner to prevent adverse impact on human 
health and environment. The following chart is the detailed obligations and responsibilities for 






































Figure.12 The flow chart of requirements for ship recycling facility in three stages 
Source: CCS (2014) 
4.5.2 The ways recycling facilities play an effective role under the HKC 
As a responsible recycling facility, the ways to effectively play its role are as follows: 
 
1. Establish a comprehensive quality management system of detailed provisions and 
requirements on ship recycling. So far, the IMO has not developed any specific guidelines 
concerning how to establish the SRF management system, but has the specifications for 
management systems for safe and environmentally sound ship recycling facility (ISO 30000), 
which developed with the support from IMO, can be used as the reference (Zeng & Ren, 
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2012, pp, 93-97). 
 
2.  Develop innovative technology  
The SRF shall pay much attention to revolutionizing the technology and improving the 
efficiency in connection with disposing with the recycling and the hazardous materials and 
wastes generated from the ship recycling activity.  A good example is the technology of 
degradation of harmful substance. (Chen, 2010, pp, 155-158). 
 
3. Conduct training and regular drills 
The SRF shall enhance training and regular drills for workers. The OSH issue has raised great 
attention around the globe, for the ship recycling is a high potentially dangerous job. It is 
urgent to enhance the expertise knowledge of workers and raise the awareness of safety and 
environmental protection. Admittedly, it is essential for workers to have professional 
knowledge as well as familiarize with the approach of protecting themselves and learning how 
to deal with emergency situations. On the one hand, it can avoid potential accidents to happen 
workers can quickly respond to the emergency and adopt reasonable measures to reduce the 
loss (Liu, 2010, pp, 152-154).  
 
According to the Resolution 210(63)by the MEPC, the facility shall set up procedures to 
effectively prevent the explosions by guarantee the Safe-for –entry and safe-for –hot- work 
procedure, including the criteria, competent person, operational procedures and etc, in order to 
prevent any potential accidents throughout the ship recycling process. Considering that it is 
crucial for the safe operation of Ship Recycling Facilities, it is vital that the SRFP clearly 
demonstrates that it has procedures in place to prevent workplace accidents and injuries. 
 
To summarize, the recycling facilities shall be ready for the requirements of the HKC, taking into 
account its relevant guidelines, environmental impacts and issues of the OSH, to take drastic 
measures to be ready for the implementation of the HKC. 
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4.6 Proposed comprehensive mechanism outlining the roles of key stakeholders concerned 
On the basis of the discussion from 4.1 to 4.5, the role of each stakeholder and their internal 
relationship can be summarized as follows: 
 
Figure.13 The chain responsibilities of key stakeholders in the process of ship recycling 
Source :Compiled by the author, on the basis of the HKC and the discussion from 4.1 to 4.5. 
 
As seen in Fig.13, the internal relationship amongst key stakeholders-ship owners, cash buyers, 
flag states ,competent authorities, and recycling facilities is reflected in details. The flag state is 
mainly responsible for the survey and certification. The ship owner should maintain and update 
the IHM during a ship‟s whole operational life. At the final stage, the owner is subject to obtain 
ICIHM, IRRC ready for the recycling. The role of the cash buyer is to facilitate the process of 
ship recycling acting as currency pay bridge. The recycling facility is held responsible for 
establishing SRFP, obtaining authorization, developing the SRP and finally conduct the process 
of ship recycling. The competent authority is responsible for supervising the recycling facility 
and initiating the process of ship recycling by approving the SRP. Only all key stakeholders 





The HKC has certainly developed international environmental awareness to raise the standards 
of ship recycling. However, it is imperative for each key stakeholder to play the effective role at 
his best and make a good combination of a new mechanism in order to fulfill the HKC‟s 
effectiveness and sustainable development of ship recycling.  
1. Ship recycling needs to be explicitly seen as a recycling industry and gradually establish a 
ship recycling-oriented regulatory system of supervision and management in terms of 
environmental protection, occupational safety and health and continual updated training.  
 
2. All concerned competent authorities should as much as possible clarify the responsibilities 
and obligation between them. In order to avoid overlapping and/or ambiguous 
responsibilities and obligation between the competent authorities and implement the effective 
mechanism of survey and certification, it is quite essential to strengthen the requirement by 
competent authorities during the process of ship recycling and recycling facility. Integration 
of ocean governance, especially for the management of the recycling activities is a must. 
According to varied objects of supervision and the responsibilities and obligation of 
competent authorities, the legislation department is responsible for promulgating laws 
concerning ship recycling and regulating responsibilities and obligation between 
authorities.(see Fig. 14) 
 
3. In terms of survey and certification, merchant vessels will be unified by the maritime 
authorities in charge, and fishing vessels will be affiliated to fishery department and military 
vessels are in the charge of the military. With a view to the regulatory requirements of the 
recycling facility, the environmental protection department will be responsible for 
authorization, routine inspection and environmental issues of recycling facility. The OSH 




Figure.14 Proposed integration of the ocean governance concerning ship recycling 
Source : compiled by the author 
 
It must be pointed out that the mechanism of survey and certification above is only aiming at the 
ship recycling process. But a comprehensive mechanism or an integrated competent authority 
shall be set up to control and supervise more powerfully the whole operational life of a ship from 
construction, operation to the final recycling process. This is the concept of “control and 
supervision to ships from cradle to grave”, eventually to the sustainable development. 
 
4. The IHM implementation during the translational period 
According to the system of IHM, ICIHM, each contracted party shall establish its own 
system of IHM, requiring the owners equip ships with the adapting IHM and update it 
accordingly. Meanwhile, the competent authority should limit the use of some forbidding 
substance during the transitional period,  before shipbuilders can find out new materials to 
replace the old ones. Finally, the national legislation should add the legal liability provisions 
of violation of the HKC, making it mandatory. 
 
5. A comprehensive policy of ship retirement regulations 
It must be pointed out that many countries adopt the policy of mandatory ship retirement 
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system, however, in practice, a lot of ships reaching the retiring age are still put into use by 
retrofitting and other renovation means instead of being disposed with. 
Some countries, like Japan, and China has adopted mandatory retirement systems, but in 
practice many reaching their retirement age are still put in service. Thus, it is suggested that 
the standards of ship recycling should improve in terms of the comprehensive consideration 
into a ship‟s age, the actual performance, construction building standard, etc, instead of the 
simple standard of the age, thus making it more feasible and applicable.  
 
6. Further measures for the recycling facilities. 
①Set up the system and regulation concerning access to Ship recycling market, regulating 
clearly the corresponding entry standards and requirements. Regular control and supervision 
system to inspect and control. 
②Establish the SFRP and SRP accordingly 
③A system of training for workers, improve the skills and quality of the worker, reduce as 
much mistakes as possible due to the human factors during working.  
④A joint fund collected from the Flag State, the ship owner and the ship recycling facilities 
should be established in case of any compensation liability caused by environmental 
pollution and human injury concerning ship recycling and a special committee is obliged to 
run the fund (Shi, 2013). 
⑤ An auditing system which can be incorporated into IMSAS) system to ensure 
implementation of the HKC. In particular, it involves an overall examination whether the 
contracted party has enacted domestic law and enforcement mechanism as required.  
 
On the basis of what has been discussed above, actively promoting information communication 
between Parties, IMO and Ship Recycling Facilities, conducting the research and develop 
innovative sound recycling technology, establishing a system for communication and 
information exchange shall be set up in order to better implementation of the HKC and greater 
transparency of the whole process. In addition, parties are requested to submit information to 
IMO timely, with information related to the list of authorized recycling facilities and so on, 




It must be pointed out that each individual country has its own national conditions. An individual 
country must implement the requirements of the HKC on the basis of its own objective 
conditions. 
4.7 Proposed checklist for evaluating the performance of key stakeholders in the process of 
ship recycling 
The checklist (See Appendix-3) is to attempt to evaluate the performance of key stakeholders in 
the process of ship recycling in a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis.  It is 
strongly recommended that such checklist can be incorporated into the IMSAS to audit the 
control and implementation of the HKC after its entry into force. 
 
Each item in the checklist is to provide detailed information and rules for the key stakeholders 
involved in an effort to shed light on the quantitative analysis on the performance of the key 
stakeholders. It has to be noted that the checklist shall develop with the development of the ship 
recycling industry and the HKC on the basis of its objective national conditions. 
 
There are 33 items in total in the checklist. Each “Excellent” gets” 3” marks. Each “Good” gets” 
2” marks. Each “to be improved ” gets” 1” mark. 
 
1. Contracted party(parties)getting 80% of total marks or more can achieve the honor 
“Excellent Contracted party” 
2. Contracted party(parties)Getting 70%-80% of total marks can achieve the honor ”Good 
Contracted party” 
3. Contracted party(parties)Getting 70% or below of total marks need(s) to improve to exercise 
the HKC 
 
Any further explanation will be incorporated into the “Remark”. While completing the checklist, 





This chapter is a key part discussing how key stakeholders effectively play the roles in the 
process of ship recycling, focusing on the ship owners, cash buyers, flag states, competent 
authorities, recycling facilities. It provides insights into how to better play the role of each 
stakeholder on the basis of the HKC‟s requirements and further proposes the establishment of the  
new mechanism proposed by the author and also presents a checklist for how to evaluate key 
stakeholders in the process of ship recycling.  
 
Ship owners are endeavoring to accomplish the IHM from cradle to grave and make every effort, 
like minimizing the amount of fuel oil and cargo residue as much as possible, facilitating the ship 
ready for recycling, acquiring the certificate of ICIHM, IRRC. 
 
Cash buyers act from the single role as a cash paid bridge to all-round comprehensive services,  
like Recycling facility financing, active participation in the recycling process, etc. 
 
The flag states are making every effort to conduct survey and certification, establish the domestic 
legislation and regulation system to incorporate the HK Convention and adopt the motivating 
policy of ship recycling industry. 
 
The competent authorities need to build up a comprehensive uniform framework of laws and 
regulations compatible with the HKC, and the integration of ocean governance and reform of the 
current competent authorities concerning ship recycling is urgently needed. The ideal form, from 
the author‟s perspective, is presented and discussed in the dissertation. 
 
The recycling facilities is responsible for building up a comprehensive quality management 
system of detailed procedures and regulations on ship recycling, research and develop innovative 
technology and conduct training programs and drill skills as well as pay much attention to the 




It must be noted that each individual country has its own national conditions. An individual 
country must implement the policy compatible with the requirements of the HKC on the basis of 
its own objective conditions and existence. This proposing mechanism and checklist attempt to 
have a combination of each stakeholder so as to have good impacts on the implementation of the 
HKC as well as to provide a uniform standard on general for checking and evaluating the 
performance of each stakeholder. It must be pointed out that due to the chain responsibility, all 
the stakeholders may have to fundamentally change their image of the ship recycling industry. 
The ship recycling facility, for example, can be regarded as a service provider to the shipping 
industry instead of a separate dumping industry, and is paid for its services by the shipping 
companies, and thus recycling of vessels in an environmentally sound and socially responsible 
manner may be achievable. 
 
A combination of each role into the new mechanism proposed by the author referred in this 
chapter is to shed light on the effective implementation of the HKC in the near future.  
Consequently, it is imperative for each key stakeholder to comprehend the underlying principles 

























CHARTER 5  
CONCLUSIONS 
  
The 2009 Hong Kong International Convention on the Safe and Environmentally Sound 
Recycling of Ships introduced a brand new integrated regime to effectively accomplish 
environmentally sound ship recycling methods, which categorizes the responsibilities and 
obligations of the ship owners, cash buyers, flag states, competent authorities, recycling facilities 
and so on, which requires each key stakeholder involved to take proper action to effectively play 
the role to prevent, reduce, minimize, and eliminate the negative effects to human health and 
safety as well as to the environment. 
 
The dissertation attempts to shed light on a brief review of the content, mechanism, and 
characteristic of the HKC and conduct a comparative research between the HKC and IMO other 
instruments, in order to identify the uniqueness that distinguish the HKC from IMO other 
instruments. Then the chain of responsibilities of the key stakeholders has been discussed and 
analyzed in the context of historical background and the IMO regime. On the basis of the 
discussion, the dissertation is to shed light on how key stakeholders effectively play the role and 
proposes the establishment of a new mechanism and also presents a checklist for how to evaluate 
key stakeholders in the process of ship recycling amongst the contracted parties. 
 
Ship recycling is an integral part of shipping industry and needs to ensure “safe, secure and 
efficient shipping on clean ocean”. Once the Hong Kong Convention has come into force, the 
ship recycling industry, as the final stage of chain of the shipping industry, will surely fluctuate 
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due to the change of the policy, so that the market share may be tremendously adjusted. The 
continual increase of professional and technical requirements also will raise the cost of the whole 
process, including shipbuilding, operations and scrapping. And the final bill will be passed on to 
the ship owner or company to pay. In the global financial crisis, the ship owner or company have 
experienced the economic downturn. If the HKC takes effect immediately, it will undoubtedly 
worse for them. In order to minimize the adverse effect of the HKC and produce a soft landing. 
Presently the recycling states, especially for the top five states, should actively improve and even 
revolutionize the technology and skills of recycling. This should be consistent with ISO30000 
concerning the standards of ship recycling. They will need to strengthen international technical 
exchanges, prepare for good talent reserves, and improvement of domestic legislation of States as 
soon as possible, thus actively promoting the entry into force of the HKC. 
 
During this transitional period before the HKC‟s entry into force, the state government can invest 
to assist the ship-recycling facilities to meet the requirements of the HKC. It must be admitted 
that reforming the state‟s legislation overnight is not true. It is highly recommended to change 
and amend the law and regulation step by step until a final uniform ship-recycling law 
compatible with the 2009 Hong Kong Convention is achieved. Reform may mean the loss of a 
degree of competitive advantage in the ship-recycling market, but the overwhelming trend 
indicates that the contracted states which cannot act within the international standards will be 
eliminated from the international market. 
 
In conclusion, the 2009 Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally 
Sound Recycling of Ships is a legally binding framework under the auspices of the IMO that 
recognizes the problems concerning ship recycling as a matter of international concern. The 
adoption of the HKC is definitely a remarkable step forward to deal with health, safety and 
environmental issues concerning ship recycling. It bridges the gap between the existing legal 
conventions and the current ship recycling practice. Though it has certain flaws, it is a 
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Appendix 1- World Recycling Volume(2005-2014) 
RECYCLING STATE 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Max 2005-2014
ALBANIA -               -               -               -               -               889              -                   -                 1,511               -                     1,511                       
ARGENTINA 22,403         -               -               -               28,697         433              3,852               12,762            -                  -                     28,697                     
AUSTRALIA -               4,807           -               103              -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     4,807                       
AZERBAIJAN -               208              -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     208                          
BANGLADESH 2,113,765    2,882,503    1,837,988    4,176,026    6,608,531 3,927,297    5,837,137        8,837,828       7,304,784       5,519,035 8,837,828                
BELGIUM 1,374           2,064           878              11,554         5,267 6,389           16,005             36,441            10,351             14,435 36,441                     
BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF VENEZUELA -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  1,155 1,155                       
BRAZIL -               -               -               447              467 369              8,749               6,980              -                  -                     8,749                       
BULGARIA -               -               -               -               2,406           -               -                   -                 1,640               -                     2,406                       
CANADA -               21,328         8,233           1,495           161              622              21,205             18,624            18,810             21,436 21,436                     
CAPE VERDE -               -               -               -               1,290           -               -                   -                 -                  -                     1,290                       
CHILE -               -               1,110           -               -               2,406           1,908               -                 295                  -                     2,406                       
CHINA 151,089       254,146       340,738       927,762       7,737,730 4,723,151    5,968,520        8,167,710       7,083,536       4,975,527 8,167,710                
      TAIWAN, CHINA -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 12,410             1,293 12,410                     
COLOMBIA -               -               6,788           -               -               -               7,519               -                 -                  -                     7,519                       
COOK ISLANDS -               -               912              465              -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     912                          
CROATIA 889              403              -               242              -               492              738                  2,814              855                  463 2,814                       
CUBA -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   3,711              -                  -                     3,711                       
CURACAO -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  1,408                 1,408                       
CYPRUS -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 121                  122 122                          
DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REP. OF KOREA 23,281         -               -               -               -               -               1,888               -                 -                  -                     23,281                     
DENMARK 19,704         15,688         11,538         12,011         15,829         23,418         28,672             46,416            56,369             30,510 56,369                     
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   9,205              -                  6,659 9,205                       
ECUADOR 3,927           -               -               -               -               -               17,218             27,733            3,986               -                     27,733                     
EGYPT -               -               -               -               2,143           -               -                   -                 -                  9,085 9,085                       
ESTONIA -               -               239              2,342           -               2,426           3,593               852                 2,422               -                     3,593                       
FIJI -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  304                    304                          
FRANCE -               -               -               373              3,395           182              331                  5,102              3,115               -                     5,102                       
     FRENCH POLYNESIA 888              -               -               -               -               626              -                   -                 -                  -                     888                          
     MARTINIQUE -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  4,057                 4,057                       
GERMANY 1,147           -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 274                  -                     1,147                       
GHANA -               1,005           898              -               -               -               8,714               -                 807                  -                     8,714                       
GREECE -               2,307           10,815         -               487              -               -                   1,102              -                  1,448 10,815                     
GUYANA -               -               -               2,230           -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     2,230                       
ICELAND -               144              721              -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  2,211 2,211                       
INDIA 1,123,487    852,990       1,332,492    2,458,113    7,561,258 6,533,954    8,504,517        12,210,082     8,087,096       6,794,891 12,210,082              
INDONESIA 209              -               -               2,813           6,695           -               -                   9,110              14,918             26,863 26,863                     
IRELAND -               836              136              -               -               147              173                  -                 -                  -                     836                          
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   126                 -                  -                     126                          
ITALY -               125              597              -               -               1,433           -                   -                 -                  106 1,433                       
JAPAN -               712              -               495              990              45,706         -                   -                 13,343             7,982 45,706                     
KENYA -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  895 895                          
56 
 
RECYCLING STATE 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Max 2005-2014
LATVIA 6,976           2,434           11,384         118              -               695              1,857               2,065              3,911               398 11,384                     
LITHUANIA 118              4,584           685              2,699           721              1,400           2,303               1,895              14,002             7,617 14,002                     
MADAGASCAR -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 571                  -                     571                          
MALTA -               745              -               -               -               -               947                  -                 141                  -                     947                          
MEXICO -               1,396           -               8,671           -               -               9,304               18,659            95,052             26,309 95,052                     
MONTENEGRO -               -               120              -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     120                          
MOROCCO -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 3,025               -                     3,025                       
NETHERLANDS 4,611           3,403           1,485           6,602           4,185           538              6,647               188                 2,001               2,773 6,647                       
     NETHERLANDS ANTILLES -               1,422           -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     1,422                       
NEW ZEALAND -               -               1,390           3,007           -               -               1,044               222                 -                  -                     3,007                       
NIGERIA -               -               -               -               4,015           -               -                   -                 2,579               -                     4,015                       
NORWAY 1,206           -               489              6,261           -               818              3,610               2,894              3,790               2,292 6,261                       
OMAN -               -               -               574              -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     574                          
PAKISTAN 47,530         186,987       379,601       273,937       2,100,637 2,443,304    3,013,926        5,499,481       5,376,443       4,092,971 5,499,481                
PANAMA -               -               -               -               -               2,125           789                  1,440              -                  3,305 3,305                       
PAPUA NEW GUINEA -               -               -               -               -               614              -                   -                 -                  -                     614                          
PERU -               -               -               -               6,892           -               -                   -                 -                  -                     6,892                       
PHILIPPINES -               -               -               -               -               7,977           -                   1,216              4,036               3,828 7,977                       
POLAND 1,028           -               -               -               -               -               -                   2,857              -                  -                     2,857                       
PORTUGAL -               -               1,409           249              3,466           2,933           -                   -                 3,095               1,862 3,466                       
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 467              -               -               -               673              -               -                   -                 11,246             10,502 11,246                     
ROMANIA -               -               -               109              -               -               -                   -                 9,160               2,356 9,160                       
RUSSIAN FEDERATION 3,335           19,404         9,848           12,348         5,318           -               3,924               3,075              2,175               1,383 19,404                     
SLOVENIA -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   312                 -                  -                     312                          
SINGAPORE 697              -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     697                          
SOUTH AFRICA -               -               802              -               585              453              292                  -                 -                  647 802                          
SPAIN 6,121           6,871           1,041           6,165           14,206         11,709         8,285               16,656            7,468               7,517 16,656                     
SWEDEN -               -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 19,638             -                     19,638                     
THAILAND -               -               -               677              -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     677                          
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO -               -               -               -               400              -               1,747               -                 -                  5,423 5,423                       
TURKEY 137,693       148,448       117,817       141,351       557,251 658,473       1,067,425        1,540,800       1,369,955       977,695 1,540,800                
UKRAINE -               10,165         -               -               717              -               825                  4,517              1,836               -                     10,165                     
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES -               -               -               950              -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     950                          
UNITED KINGDOM 2,340           2,771           2,535           -               2,411 707              2,269               1,249              582                  6,302 6,302                       
     BERMUDA -               -               -               134              -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     134                          
     FALKLAND ISLANDS (Malvinas) * 507              -               -               -               -               -               -                   -                 -                  -                     507                          
     GIBRALTAR -               -               -               -               -               -               2,099               -                 -                  -                     2,099                       
UNITED REP. OF TANZANIA -               -               -               520              -               -               -                   3,119              -                  -                     3,119                       
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 24,629         79,362         47,490         196,410       10,868 133,428       204,348           114,908          168,716          114,666 204,348                   
URUGUAY -               -               -               -               -               203              -                   -                 -                  1,378 1,378                       
VIETNAM 1,898           5,813           3,834           -               -               -               -                   15,616            67,437             23,382 67,437                     
UNKNOWN 70,891         78,574         18,834         22,534         270,829 138,715       253,993           191,631          50,266             52,139 270,829                   
TOTALS 3,772,210    4,591,645    4,152,847    8,279,787    24,958,520  18,674,032  25,016,373      36,819,398     29,833,768     22,764,630         
* A dispute exists between the Governments of Argentina and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland concerning sovereignty over the Falkland Islands (Malvinas). 





Appendix 2-A Comparison of Ship Recycling Volume between the Top Five and the Rest 
RECYCLING STATE 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 TOTAL
BANGLADESH 2,113,765 2,882,503 1,837,988 4,176,026 6,608,531 3,927,297 5,837,137 8,837,828 7,304,784 5,519,035 8,837,828                
CHINA 151,089 254,146 340,738 927,762 7,737,730 4,723,151 5,968,520 8,167,710 7,083,536 4,975,527 8,167,710                
INDIA 1,123,487 852,990 1,332,492 2,458,113 7,561,258 6,533,954 8,504,517 12,210,082 8,087,096 6,794,891 12,210,082              
PAKISTAN 47,530 186,987 379,601 273,937 2,100,637 2,443,304 3,013,926 5,499,481 5,376,443 4,092,971 5,499,481                
TURKEY 137,693 148,448 117,817 141,351 557,251 658,473 1,067,425 1,540,800 1,369,955 977,695 1,540,800                
Sum of top five recycling States 3,573,564    4,325,074    4,008,636    7,977,189    24,565,407  18,286,179  24,391,525      36,255,901     29,221,814     22,360,119        36,255,901              
% of top five to world totals 95% 94% 97% 96% 98% 98% 98% 98% 98% 98% 97%
Rest of the world 198,646       266,571       144,211       302,598       393,113       387,853       624,848           563,497          611,954          404,511             624,848                   
WORLD TOTAL 3,772,210    4,591,645    4,152,847    8,279,787    24,958,520  18,674,032  25,016,373      36,819,398     29,833,768     22,764,630        36,819,398               








Appendix 3-A Checklist for Evaluating the performance of Key Stakeholders in the Process of Ship Recycling 












1 Offer the necessary ship information to the recycling facility 
 
    
2 Minimize the amount of fuel oil ,cargo residues and ship wastes 
remaining on board 
    
3 Provide an updated final inventory of hazardous materials to the 
recycling facilities 
    
4 Provide the International Ready for Recycling Certificate( IRRC) to 
the ship recycling facility. 
    
5 Notify the intention to recycle the ship to the CA     
6 Prior to the final survey, a request from owners for the final survey 
together with SFP,DASR,IHM,ICIHM,MD&SDoC regarding any 
change in the structure ,equipment, systems and etc. shall be 
submitted to the CA or RO.  
    
7 Part I,II,III of IHM developed by the owners shall take into account 
of planned and expected operations before the arrival at the ship 
recycling facility 
    
8 The final IHM developed by the owner shall include Hazardous 
Materials location and approximate quantities; planned or expected 
operations during the period between the final survey and the arrival 
at the Ship Recycling Facility should be taken into consideration; 
    
9 Once the decision to recycle has been taken, Part II, III of the 
Inventory should be developed before the final survey, 














1 establish an overall comprehensive legal framework of control and 
implementation on the basis of the survey and certification regime 
to make sure that ships flying its flag to be in accordance with the 
HKC. 
    
2 verify that IHM should consist with the HKC .including an initial 
survey and an a renewal survey. The initial survey supplemented 
with initial Part I of IHM MD & SDoC, the renewal survey 
supplemented with updated Part I of IHM, MD & SDoC  
    
3 After the survey, the International Certificate on Inventory of 
Hazardous Materials (ICIHM) must be issued or renewed to the ship 
    
4 A final survey is to be carried out to issue the International Ready for 
Recycling Certificate(IRRC). 
    
5 undertake market surveillance to ascertain accuracy of the MD &  
SDoC 





























1 Legal rules and frameworks to ensure that ship recycling facilities are 
authorized for ship recycling including, domestic regulation, 
standards and guidelines in a safe and environmentally sound 
manner in accordance with the provision of the HKC. 
    
2 Establish a mechanism to ensure that the ship recycling facility 
Is authorized for ship recycling and is designed, constructed 
And operated in a safe and environmentally sound manner in 
Accordance with the regulations of the convention  
    
3 Approve The Ship Specific Ship Recycling Plan Timely     
4 Measures of technical and policy assistances.     
5 An investigation occurs when found violation detection     
6 Incorporate the requirement of the HKC into national legislation in 
domestic, fully taking into account the guidelines, 
    
7 Information exchange and communication between competent 
authorities ,recycling facilities and IMO 
    
8 Establish appropriate alternative measures to demonstrate 
compliance by ships of less than 500 gross tonnage and/or ships 
operating throughout their life only in waters subject to the 
sovereignty or jurisdiction of the State whose flag the ship is entitled 
to fly. 




















1 The SRFP shall be submitted to the CA for authorization, if any 
necessary documents and information to be provided required by 
the authority 
 
    
2 Make sure whether a ship to be recycled obtain the IRRC 
 
    
3 A ship recycling plan prepared, taking fully into consideration that 
ship‟s individual particulars and other necessary information 
 
    
4 Once recycling is finished , an report together with appendix 7 in the 
HKC  shall be submitted to the CA 
 
    
5 The SRF shall make full use of the Inventory of Hazardous Materials 
and the SRP as well as adopt a methodology in an environmentally- 
friendly manner  to ensure that hazardous materials and wastes 
generated from the ship recycling activity are dealt with the 
requirement of the HKC 
 
    
6 Once recycling is complete , report to the CA 
 
    
7 An Emergency preparedness and response plan and personal 
protective equipment and training program shall be prepared. 
 
    
8 Dispose with hazardous substances in a safe and environmental 
manner to prevent adverse impact on human health and 
environment. 
 
    







together with the appropriate procedures and techniques, aimed at 
protecting human health and the environment without posing any 
unacceptable risks. 
10 Procedures established, implemented and maintained for 
environmentally sound management of Hazardous Materials and 
wastes. 
    
11 Procedures established to send all Hazardous Materials and wastes 
to authorized waste management. 
    
12 The site inspection needed is to check the consistency of the 
documentation with the actual arrangements and operations at the 
Ship Recycling Facility. 
    
13 Procedures established for managing all wastes generated by 
recycling activity, which should be kept separate from recyclable 
materials and equipment and labeled and stored under conditions  
That do not pose a risk to workers, human health or the 
environment. 
    
Source :Compiled by the author, on the basis of the HKC and its relevant guidelines. 
Notes: There are 33 items in total. Each “Excellent” gets” 3” mark. Each “Good” gets” 2” mark. Each “to be improved ” gets” 1” mark 
Any further explanation will be incorporated into the “Remark”. 
While completing the checklist, please calculate the total marks to the designated contracted state. 
Contracted party(parties)Getting 80% of total marks or more can achieve the honor “Excellent Contracted party” 
Contracted party(parties)Getting 70%-80% of total marks can achieve the honor ”Good Contracted party” 
Contracted party(parties)Getting 70% or below of total marks need(s) to improve to exercise the HKC
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